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Why Study Fat Activists?

● Fat is regarded as an acceptable prejudice in American culture as 
anti-fat ideologies construct fat as a social, medical, political, and 
moral problem (Cooper, 2016; McMichael, 2013; Sobal, 1999).

● Fat is a feminist issue as we consider the institutional impacts 
toward fat folks in regards to media representation, mental health, 
romantic relationships, education, housing and weight-based 
employed discrimination (Avverett and Korenman, 2013; Rothblum, 
2009)



Project Background
Initial Research:
● I observed how fat activists used social media, particularly 

Instagram, to garner more agency for the sake of controlling 
their own narratives in the face of anti-fat ideology. 

Current Research: 
● Now I am investigating how activists use the platform to 

carve out their own space to create community through 
reappropriation.



Why Instagram?

● Prioritizes visual elements

● Public/Private 

● Hashtags



Argument 

Fat activists use hashtags to build subaltern counterpublics 
within Instagram. Forging fat counterpublics is a collective 
act of resistance that requires reappropriation to effectively 
expose social hierarchies affording opportunities to reclaim 
public space. 



“According to Habermas, the idea of a public sphere is 
that of a body of "private persons" assembled to discuss 
matters of "public concern" or "common interest" (Fraser, 
58)

“To participate in any public or counterpublic is to aspire 
to convince or persuade others” (Weisser, 611) 

What are publics?



What are counterpublics?
● Counterpublics 

○ If/when an individual/group can’t find an established 
community within a public sphere they can create their 
own alternative group/community (Asen, 2000)

● Subaltern Counterpublics 
○ “Subaltern counterpublics seek to write themselves back 

into public conversations rather than detach from them” 
(Weisser, 2008)

○ Counterpublics can serve as “sites of safety, 
encouragement, and nurturing” (Fraser qtd in Weisser)



What is reappropriation?

● Reappropriation is an emergent act of rhetorical 
resistance that effectively exposes social hierarchies 
within public spheres; it is the practice of taking 
back, of reclaiming and regaining an identity for 
socially disempowered groups (Galinksy et.al, 2013)



Tess Holliday                       



“Dear critics: making fun of my body 
will never make you a better person. 
It will never fix the void you feel with 
yourself, & the issues you have when 
you look in the mirror. The real issue 
isn’t that I’m fat, or my size, it’s that 
you are scared of seeing someone 
that is happy AND fat. I don’t need 
to be “fixed” because I’m not the 
broken one. History has proven that 
hate is never the answer .. close 
your mouth and open your heart. 
Unedited photo by the amazing 
Anthony Evans 
#effyourbeautystandards” 

- Tess Holliday 



● #effyourbeautystandards - 3.3M

● #bodypositive 7.2M posts

● #bodyacceptance -229k posts

● #fatacceptance - 72,3k posts

● #fatpositive - 82.8k posts 



Why does this matter?
● Counterpublics are an active site of resistance and resistance 

better ensures survival

● Reappropration signals an opportunity for socially 
disempowered groups to regain power and agency.

● It prompts action
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THANK YOU!
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Class Overview

➔ Full semester, on-campus

➔ 30 students (23 on good days)

➔ 3 days a week, 50min

➔ ½ concepts, ½ activism

➔ Mon: Lecture

➔ Wed: Discussion

➔ Fri: Practical Application



Adding DH to WGSS 101

Digital Humanities 3 Ways

1. Humanities approach to digital tools + technology
2. Digital/Computational approaches to the Humanities
3. Merging the above to create new tools, techniques + critiques



Project 1: Algorithmic Bias, Statistics + 
Facial Recognition Software Racism

Project 2: LGBTQ+ Archives + 
Tools for Remembering*

*KU Research! 
Tami Albin’s
LGBTQAIP oral 
histories in KS

Project 3: Activism, Indigenous 
Resistance + Countermapping

Project 4: Co-Parenting w/ Alexa**

**Title taken 
from Rachel 
Botsman’s 2017 
NYT op-ed

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/07/opinion/sunday/children-alexa-echo-robots.html


Activism, Indigenous Resistance + Countermapping

Countermapping as visual + geographical resistance to colonial map making 
practices and the forced occupation of lands.

3 Maps:

   -The Red Dress Project
   -Mapping Indigenous L.A.
   -Native-Land.ca



Native-Land.ca

Project in 3: Explore, Note, Discuss

   -What info is provided? How is it represented?
   -How does this connect to activist practices?
   -What is your experience of reading the map?

https://native-land.ca/




Student Observations

-Saw + understood land/space in new 
ways

-Intimacy + Complicity

-Guilt + Shame

-Newfound Reverence



Namibian Women Freedom Fighters and their Perspectives on Namibian 
Independence:

A Life History Approach

“Combatting the Double Oppression of 
Namibian Women is an Integral Part of 
SWAPO’s Struggle,” published by 
SWAPO in the 1970s in England.

“Woman with a child and a gun on her back,” part of a 
calendar published by Liberation movements Churches Exile 
Women SWAPO on England in 1975 in London



omeka.net





Future Plans



Public Memory
Shark Island…



Thank You.
Questions? Comments? Ideas for the Future?


